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Abstract

The normative landscape scenario is one of many types of scenario methods that are used by landscape ecolo-
gists. We describe how normative landscape scenarios are different from other types and how these differences
create special potential for engaging science to build landscape policy and for exploring scientific questions in
realistic simulated landscapes. We describe criteria and a method for generating normative scenarios to realize
this potential in both policy and landscape ecology research. Finally, we describe how the method and criteria
apply to an interdisciplinary project that proposed alternative scenarios for federal agricultural policy and related
futures for agricultural watersheds in Iowa, USA.

Introduction

Applying landscape ecology research to policy, plan-
ning, design, and management has been an intrinsic,
if challenging, goal of the field since its inception
�Risser et al. 1984; Hobbs 1997; Turner et al. 2001;
Opdam et al. 2002�. At the same time, issues raised
by these applications have informed research agendas
in landscape ecology �Franklin and Forman 1987;
Turner and Romme 1994; Hansson et al. 1995;
Gustafson and Crow 1998; Ribe et al. 1998; Keane et
al. 1999�. Scenario approaches have been suggested
as a means of integrating the science of landscape
ecology with landscape planning �Ahern 2001;
Opdam et al. 2002�, and a wide array of scenario ap-
proaches is being used by landscape ecologists
�Freemark et al. 1996; RIZA 1996; White et al. 1997;
Swetnam et al. 1998; Bierzychudek 1999; Hamblin
1999; Johnson et al. 1999; Pearson et al. 1999; Hulse
et al. 2000; Keitt 2000; Wickham et al. 2000; Jener-
ette and Wu 2001; Steinitz and MacDowell 2001;
Hawkins and Selman 2002; Tress and Tress 2003�.
More broadly, scenarios have been used to anticipate

environmental and human effects of trade, agricul-
tural, forestry, and land use policy – including climate
change and biodiversity loss �Schwartz 1991; Caza
and Kaarik 1994; Cocks 1999; Sala et al. 2000; Til-
man et al. 2001; Peterson et al. 2003�. Within this
wide array, normative landscape scenarios have par-
ticular potential for constructing more explicit,
relevant relationships between the science of land-
scape ecology and policy. In this paper we distinguish
normative landscape scenarios as one type, we
describe criteria for generating normative landscape
scenarios that contribute to both policy and landscape
ecology research, and we describe how these criteria
apply to an interdisciplinary project that proposed al-
ternative scenarios for federal agricultural policy and
developed alternative futures for agricultural water-
sheds in Iowa, USA, �Santelmann et al. 2001; Nas-
sauer et al. 2002; Santelmann et al. 2004�.
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What are normative landscape scenarios?

All scenarios are vivid stories that are constructed to
describe alternative futures or contrasting trends that
might be very different from the present. They allow
decision-makers to anticipate their reactions to differ-
ent future possibilities, to anticipate time-frames be-
yond the immediate future, and to make choices
�Schwartz 1991; Schoonenboom 1995; Samson and
Knopf 1996; Cole 2001; Peterson et al. 2003�. They
should include a description of the present situation,
a number of alternative futures, and possible path-
ways connecting the present with images of the fu-
ture �Schwartz 1991; Schoonenboom 1995�. Alterna-
tive futures then can be evaluated and compared
�Steinitz 2002; RIZA 1996; Swetnam 1998; Hulse et
al. 2000�.

In landscape planning, ‘scenario’ refers to the dif-
ferent possible stories, or alternative assumptions,
that underlie landscape change �e.g., policy�; the
landcover pattern and functional consequences that
may be an outcome of the scenario is referred to as a
‘future’ �Steinitz et al. 2003�. For landscape scenarios,
the alternative futures are explicit, spatially-specific
representations of landcover patterns: maps, digital
imaging simulations, or, even drawings, rather than
only quantitative outcomes �Swetnam et al. 1998;
Countryman and Murrow 2000; Hawkins and Selman
2002�. This alone has implications for policy: allow-
ing decision-makers and the broader public to liter-
ally see the alternatives.

For landscape ecology, these images of the future
have an additional advantage: they depict landscape
patterns that can be generated and tested by interdis-
ciplinary thinking �Peterson et al 2003�. Maps
encoded as appropriately scaled and classified cover-
ages in geographic information systems �GIS� allow
experts from different disciplines to make inferences
from a single landscape pattern to a wide array of
ecological, economic, and cultural functions.

Normative landscape scenarios are distinctive in
that they portray futures that should be �Emmelin
1994; Ahern 2001; Wachs 2001; Hulse et al. 2002;
Opdam et al. 2002�. They can inspire policy by pro-
viding images of landscapes that could meet societal
goals. Normative futures may not yet exist, but they
plausibly could exist. The science of landscape ecol-
ogy is particularly apt as a basis for developing nor-
mative scenarios because it allows scenario designers
to experiment with inventing landcover patterns that
are expected to have selected ecological functions

that society values �e.g., RIZA 1996; Swetnam et al.
1998; Hulse et al. 2000; Ahern 2001�. These functions
can be articulated as hypotheses about how particular
landscape patterns and management regimes produce
related landscape functions and values. Hypothesized
functions and values can then be tested against eco-
logical, economic, and cultural models or empirical
data.

Normative scenarios formulated to embody hy-
potheses about landscape functions should be distin-
guished from normative scenarios developed by
stakeholders in a particular landscape. Scenarios that
embody stakeholder values and choices about land-
scape pattern can be very helpful in pointing out the
implications of potential decisions about particular
landscapes. Developing these scenarios can engage
stakeholders in articulating their values, building
consensus, or understanding a problem �e.g., Ralls
and Starfield 1995; Jones 1999; Ahern 2001; Wachs
2001; Ahern et al. 2002; Hulse et al. 2002; Peterson
et al. 2003; Tress and Tress 2003�. Normative
scenarios that embody hypotheses about landscape
functions are helpful in a different way. They rely on
science to invent landscape patterns that may not be
imaginable to stakeholders, but that are hypothesized
to have certain ecological, economic, or cultural ef-
fects �Fry 2001�. For example, a scenario developed
by stakeholders might engage citizens in envisioning
alternative locations for residential development in a
rural area, and the habitat effect of the alternative fu-
tures could then be measured. In contrast, a scenario
developed to test landscape hypotheses might engage
scientists in inventing new patterns for residential de-
velopment that are hypothesized to minimize habitat
loss in a rural area and then test the habitat functions
of the resulting landscape pattern. The difference lies
in the capacity to invent new patterns for their explicit
functional intent.

Normative futures that imagine new landscape pat-
terns as hypotheses sometimes may be very different
from futures that stakeholders describe. Both citizen
stakeholders, who may not know the functional im-
plications of the landscape patterns they imagine, and
expert stakeholders, who may not believe that policy
or behavioral change to make new landscape patterns
is possible, may envision future landscapes more nar-
rowly than interdisciplinary teams envisioning hypo-
thetical landscapes for their functional potential.

All normative scenarios are different from projec-
tive scenarios, which describe what the future is
likely to be within a confidence interval of uncertainty
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that may be depicted as ‘high’ and ‘low’ extensions
of the trend. Normative scenarios fall within the type,
prospective scenarios, that describes how the future
could be, what might be a ‘reachable’ future �Schoo-
nenboom 1995; Beck 2002�. Prospective scenarios
are more useful than projective scenarios in situations
in which uncertainty is great and uncontrollable
�Peterson et al. 2003� or simply inadequately ac-
knowledged �Varis 2002�; imaginative new ideas are
needed to address intractable or surprising policy
challenges �Schwartz 1991�; technological, political,
or cultural change could create a context for future
behavior that is very different from the past �Schwartz
1991; Beck 2002�; or projective scenarios cannot ad-
equately capture expert knowledge of interactions
among model variables �Varis 2002�. Hammond
�1998, p. 9� argues, ‘trends cannot be the only guide
to the future, because the unexpected can occur, pro-
ducing both happy and unhappy surprises’.

While all prospective scenarios depict futures that
may not be predictable, the specific type, normative
scenarios, has the goal of generating desirable futures
that are plausibly but not necessarily assuredly
achievable. This is different from projective scenar-
ios, which extend quantified trends of past change,
prospective scenarios that focus on understanding
processes that could lead to surprising outcomes, or
prospective scenarios that anticipate undesirable,
frightening future states and model the probability of
their occurrence �Science Advisory Board 1995; Beck
et al. 2002; Varis 2002; Peterson et al 2003�. Norma-
tive scenarios make an additional, different niche for
science in the scenario development process.

For normative scenarios, desirable future states
lead to process questions and models rather than pro-
cess models leading to future states. Developers of
normative landscape scenarios must hypothesize what
landscape patterns will achieve desired outcomes, and
then test whether the hypothesized landscape patterns
and management regimes achieve those outcomes.
Using normative scenarios, biogeochemical models
can be used to examine outcomes of alternative fu-
tures, but futures are not determined by models of
biogeochemical process. Rather futures are deter-
mined by plausible, selected, explicit assumptions
�e.g., public values and policy� and expectations �e.g.,
hypotheses about function� that construct scenarios,
vivid stories about landscape change.

Specific landscape futures are generated by land
use/landcover allocation models �Hulse et al. 2002�,
but these models are driven by the assumptions and

expectations that make up each scenario. The process
of building normative landscape scenarios translates
societal values �e.g., we want clean groundwater, or
we want rural landscapes in the county� into testable
scientific hypotheses about the effects of landscape
change. It assumes a societal value about the ecologi-
cal function of the landscape �in comparison with
different values�, and this value can be interpreted by
scientific hypotheses about what patterns achieve it.

These distinctions invite landscape ecology into
policy in powerful ways: by explicitly making expert
hypotheses about landscape pattern:process relation-
ships part of an inventive scenario design process, by
testing expert hypotheses from many disciplines on
the same invented landscapes, and by testing hypoth-
eses in landscape futures that embody a high degree
of realism �Tischendorf 2001�.

Criteria and a method for developing normative
landscape scenarios

These purposes can be realized by attention to sev-
eral questions and choices when landscape ecologists
use a normative landscape scenario development
method �Table 1�. The first three questions in Table 1
�I, II, III� provide a description of the present, path-
ways from the present to the future, and a description
of the future. The fourth question in Table 1 �IV� asks:
How does the performance of the futures compare?
Addressing this question informs policy-makers and
the public about likely effects if new policies were
adopted. It also allows scientists to test pattern:proc-
ess relationships on novel, experimental, but highly
realistic landscapes. While the scenario development
method might be characterized for policy-makers and
the public by the four questions �I-IV� in Table 1,
those same four questions can be characterized for
science as:

1� Collecting existing data,
2� Formulating and operationalizing hypotheses,
3� Generating new data, and
4� Testing hypotheses.
While Table 1 describes sequential questions, nor-

mative scenario design is an iterative process �Figure
1�. Question I, ‘What is relevant about the present
landscape and its past?’ can be answered only in ref-
erence to Question II, ‘How should the landscape
change?’ This question is at the heart of normative
scenario design, and it is fundamentally a societal
question. It depends upon what people �people living
in a region, people formulating policy, people work-
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Table 1. Components and considerations in a normative scenario development process for landscape ecology

Components Questions addressed by that component Considerations for answering these questions

I. EXISTING DATA
The past and present landscape: what is relevant about the existing landscape and its past?

Present landscape pattern (Data) a For future landscape goals and desirable char-
acteristics, what is relevant about the existing
landscape?

Select coverages, data resolution, and classifi-
cation schemes that will provide information
necessary for component II.

Past landscape pattern (Data) b What does change from the past to the
present imply about the future landscape?

Select coverages, data resolution and classifi-
cation that will provide information necessary
for component II.

II. FORMULATE HYPOTHESES
Alternative future landscapes: how should the landscape change?

Future landscape policy goals (As-
sumptions)

a What are plausible goals for future landscape
policy?

Select broadly characterized landscape change
goals �e.g., Enhance indigenous biodiversity�
and assumptions that make those goals plau-
sible by considering:
– past policy precedent,
– citizen stakeholder opinions/preferences,
– didactic purposes, and/or
– scientific questions that can be tested with

realistic landscape patterns

Desirable landscape characteristics
(Hypotheses)

b What characteristics of landcover: location
relative to other characteristics, configuration,
composition, management could help to
achieve those goals?

Engage experts from disciplines that encom-
pass the range of policy goals and plausibility
assumptions to prescribe and/or invent land-
cover characteristics.

Land allocation models (Operational-
ized hypotheses)

c What characteristics of existing landcover and
other coverages indicate the location of future
landcovers?

Translate expert proposals for desirable land-
cover characteristics into landcover transition
formulae with realism and precision. Consult
component I.

III. NEW DATA
Alternative future landscapes: what is relevant about how the landscape could be?

Alternative futures (New data) a Do the land allocation models produce the
landscape characteristics that were proposed?

Iteratively test future landscape patterns
against expert expectations for the whole, in-
tegrated pattern. Consult II a and b.

IV. TEST HYPOTHESES
Evaluation of alternative landscape patterns: how does their performance compare?

Disciplinary measures (Test) a All of these components ask this question:
How do the alternative futures �and any rel-
evant past or present landcovers� compare?

Santelmann, et al, in this issue describe evalu-
ation criteria of:
– generality,
– realism,
– accuracy,
– precision,
– typical data availability, and
– scale of application.

Disciplinary models (Test) b

Pattern metrics (Test) c

Integrated assessment (Test) d

Risk assessment (Test) e What alternatives that have similar overriding
goals but are somewhat different in pattern
produce notable differences of performance,
or thresholds?

Vary futures by selecting aspects of: proposed
policy, futures landscape characteristics, or
spatial pattern of adoption that could affect
performance.
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ing together in research, or some other group� think
is valuable to explore and envision. The future policy
goals that are selected �IIa� are essentially assump-
tions about what policy might possibly be �Cole 2001;
Wachs 2001�. These goals should be selected imagi-
natively, where the burden of argument is to show that
some proposed goal is implausible rather than to
show that it is likely �Schwartz 1991�. A purpose of
normative scenarios is to inspire policy; often, what
will inspire has not been experienced in the past.
Similarly, what people do or value now may not cir-
cumscribe how they would respond to something new
in the future. For normative landscape scenarios,
plausibility depends upon what qualitative changes in
public values, technology, and policy orientation or
economic support for policy can be credibly asserted
rather than what has happened to landscapes in the
past. Normative scenarios should give the public and
policy-makers something to aim for rather than being
limited to rearranging extant landcover patterns. The
future policy goals that drive normative landscape
scenarios should be imaginative, speculative, or di-
dactic assumptions about societal values. The goals
should be plausible, but the plausibility criterion is
inspiration for policy action rather than probability
of landscape change.

In the context of these goals, experts can form hy-
potheses about landscape pattern characteristics that
will achieve societal goals for ecological processes
�IIb�. These hypotheses should not be limited to ex-
isting types of landscape characteristics. Hypotheses
that invent new landscape patterns support landscape
ecology hypothesis testing, and they may inspire
policy to change landscapes. Forming these hypoth-
eses is an interdisciplinary process that can be highly
iterative as the many ecological, economic, and cul-
tural processes implied by a single landscape pattern
are considered �Figure 1�. Scenario developers must
select what characteristics of landscape change are
plausible within the context of the selected policy
goals �IIa�, and they must explicitly articulate sets of
pattern characteristics (location, configuration, com-
position, and management) that they hypothesize to
exhibit desired characteristics of ecological, eco-
nomic, or cultural processes.

The content of the hypotheses will determine what
is relevant for Question I: what existing data �I� are
needed to generate alternative landscape futures �III�?
The resolution and classification of both existing data
and the new data generated by land allocation mod-
els (IIc) as landscape futures should meet criteria of
realism and experimental adequacy. Data should be
at a high enough resolution and classified with

Figure 1. The iterative process we used to identify policy goals, propose desirable landscape characteristics, and develop landcover llocation
models for Corn Belt agriculture landscape futures in 2025.
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enough conceptual detail to exhibit landscape charac-
teristics the policy audience will recognize as
germane for making decisions. This means paying at-
tention to the scale at which landscape decisions are
being made and implemented �e.g., pattern within a
field, a farm, or across a metropolitan area�. Data also
should be at the right resolution and classification to
give scientists the information needed to test hypoth-
eses about landscape function. This may mean speci-
fying how landcover will be managed �e.g., when
perennial grasses will be mown or what amount of
fertilizer will be applied�.

Integrating all of these hypotheses in a single land-
scape pattern requires a highly iterative process in
which landscape futures are created by land alloca-
tion models of explicit, replicable formulae for land-
cover change �IIc�, and the resulting ‘draft’ futures are
tested against the expectations of the experts, asking:
is this the pattern you hypothesized �Figure 1�? Es-
sentially, these land allocation models operationalize
the hypothesized desirable landcover characteristics,
determining what aspects of the characteristics will be
possible to test. Landcover characteristics may
include: location, configuration, composition, and
management of landcovers. The futures should be ex-
plicit, replicable, and sufficiently precise to allow ex-
perts to evaluate their effects through modeling,
survey research, or by other methods.

To judge the adequacy of a future, a criterion of
replicability �design decisions determined by explicit
rules� is more useful than a criterion of objectivity
�design decisions determined by accepted facts�. Ob-
jectivity can be confused with implicit selection of
scenario design assumptions, in which ‘everyone’
knows the future will have some characteristic, like
continued increasingly large agricultural field equip-
ment. When such implicit assumptions are accepted
as facts, they may insufficiently represent the multiple
social interests and preferences that will be affected
�Bantayan and Bishop 1998�, and they may obstruct
experiments with pattern. Normative scenarios do not
assert that ‘X’ will happen; they provide an informed
basis for the decision-maker to speculate upon what
it might mean if ‘X’ did happen, whether ‘X’ is desir-
able, and what decisions might encourage or discour-
age ‘X’ to happen.

The futures also must meet the realism criterion –
displaying futures with adequate spatial and concep-
tual detail to recognizably address policy concerns. At
this stage �IIIa�, generating multiple futures around
each distinct policy goal will allow risk assessment

�IVe�. To support risk assessment, Hulse et al. �2002�
advocate using probabilistic approaches to generate
multiple futures. Beck �2002� points out that all ap-
proaches that produce an ensemble of related futures
�whether derived by probabilistic approaches or high-
order belief-based models� are amenable to risk as-
sessment. At the same time, Carpenter et al. �2003�
suggest that the appropriate number of scenarios may
be three or four, ‘more may confuse users and limit
their ability to explore uncertainty.’ Explicit replica-
ble allocation rules allow variables to be selected to
generate multiple futures.

Overall, the following criteria can be used to judge
the adequacy of normative landscape scenarios that
are intended to contribute to the science of landscape
ecology at the same time as they contribute to land-
scape policy. The scenario components should:
– Be constructed in an iterative design process.
– Employ expert knowledge to hypothesize what

landscape pattern characteristics will produce
desired ecological and cultural effects.

– Integrate multiple disciplinary perspectives in the
landscape futures for each scenario.

– Be imaginative, speculative, or didactic to inspire
policy.

– Be plausible.
– Be replicable.
– Include adequate detail to meet both public and

policy needs for realism and scientific needs for
precision.

– Be constructed to allow investigation of pattern:
process relationships and comparative evaluation
of the alternatives.

An example: Federal agricultural policy applied
to Iowa watersheds

We used a normative landscape scenario approach to
examine Corn Belt agricultural landscape futures un-
der different possible federal agricultural policies.
Elsewhere, we have described the futures and their
expected outcomes �Nassauer et al. 2002�, and how
we and our colleagues have evaluated the futures us-
ing disciplinary measures and models �e.g., Coiner et
al. 2001; Vache et al. 2002; Rustigan et al. 2003�, and
pattern metrics �Corry 2002�. In a related paper, our
interdisciplinary group describes our integrated as-
sessment comparing the futures �Santelmann et al.
2004�. Below, referring to the questions in Table 1,
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we describe our method for developing these scenar-
ios.

I. Existing data. The past and present landscape:
What is relevant about the existing landscape and
its past?

We selected our study area to be relevant to the over-
riding purpose of our research – to examine alterna-
tive scenarios that could enhance the indigenous
biodiversity of agricultural landscapes. We also were
opportunistic in choosing to use a very high resolu-
tion �3 meter� and richly detailed �37 classes� classi-
fication �based on Anderson Level II� GIS coverage
of existing �1994� landcover that was developed as
part of the Midwest Agrichemical Surface/subsurface
Transport and Effects Research �MASTER� project
�Freemark 1995; Waide and Hatfield 1995�. Of six
Iowa second-order watersheds for which such data
had been encoded as part of MASTER, we chose two
that represented different Corn Belt geomorphologi-
cal and soil conditions to demonstrate futures for ag-
ricultural landscapes: Buck Creek in Poweshiek
County �8,790 ha; 21,700 acres� and Walnut Creek in
Story and Boone Counties �5,600 ha; 13,800 acres�.
These are described in detail elsewhere �Nassauer and
Corry 1999; Santelmann et al. 2001; Nassauer et al.
2002�.

After we had assembled a large interdisciplinary
group to propose how the landscape should change �II
a and b�, we acquired GIS coverages of detailed soils
data including all soil phases at 0.8 hectare resolution
� Iowa State University 1996�, USGS stream pattern
data, and pre-settlement vegetation data drawn from
the GLO survey of 1853-59 to enable us to allocate
future landcovers. In addition, desirable landcover
characteristics that were identified by our interdisci-
plinary group �IIb� led us to seek information about
the finer scale spatial limitations of farming equip-
ment and the dimensions of certain farming practices
�e.g., strip intercropping�. We used this information to
construct rules for designing landscape patterns
within polygons identified by the GIS-based land al-
location model.

II. Formulate hypotheses. Alternative future
landscapes: How should the landscape change?

We designed the scenarios using an iterative method
�Figure 1� to address Question II �Table 1�. We began
by inviting a wide conversation among experts in ag-

riculture and landscape ecology in an international
LISTServ e-mail exchange about desirable future di-
rections for US agricultural policy. From the LIST-
Serv exchange we compiled a draft list of future
landscape policy goals �IIa�. These were reexamined
and challenged in an intensive 3-day workshop where
we engaged experts in agronomy, economics, forest
ecology, geography, hydrology, landscape architec-
ture and planning, policy, soil and water conservation,
plant ecology, wetlands ecology, and vertebrate ecol-
ogy in a series of field exercises in the study water-
sheds, critiques, and discussions for the purposes of:
1� determining what distinct policy goals were of in-
terest both for policy-makers and as the basis for sci-
entific questions, and 2� proposing what landscape
characteristics would be likely to support those goals.

IIa. Assumptions: Future landscape policy goals.

Drawing upon the recommendations of workshop ex-
perts, we identified three distinct, contrasting plausi-
ble goals for agricultural landscape policy in the year
2025. Each of the three alternative scenarios assumed
one of these policy goals. Scenario 1 emphasized the
value of agricultural production �Figure 2�, Scenario
2 emphasized the value of water quality �Figure 3�,
and Scenario 3 emphasized the value of biodiversity
in the agricultural landscape �Figure 4�. All three sce-
narios shared the assumption that the landscape
would embody profitable agricultural production by
private landowners in the year 2025.

What made our assumptions about federal policy
goals plausible was the wide range of conservation
and habitat goals that have been addressed by federal
agricultural policy – particularly since 1985, when the
Conservation Reserve Program was begun. What lent
plausibility to our assumption that all scenarios would
be profitable for farmers was the high proportion of
US net farm income that is derived from federal
government payments: 48% in 1999 �USDA 2001�.

We chose these three sets of assumptions because
we believed that the completed alternative futures
would serve a didactic purpose, teaching policy-mak-
ers and the public about real choices for future agri-
cultural policy, and because we thought that the
contrasting scenario goals would allow disciplinary
experts to formulate and test useful hypotheses about
pattern:process relationships in a highly managed ag-
ricultural landscape.
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Figure 2. Scenario I emphasizes grain production, as illustrated by monoculture corn/soybean landcover in the rolling landscape of Buck
Creek with a roadside in the foreground �Digital imaging simulation: R. Corry�.

Figure 3. Scenario II landcover emphasizes water quality, as illustrated by extensive perennial grazing cover in Buck Creek �Digital imaging
simulation: R. Corry�.
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IIb. Hypotheses: Desirable landscape
characteristics.

With these assumptions in mind, the experts proposed
different desirable landscape characteristics for each
of the three scenarios. These proposals were hypoth-
eses to be tested by measurements, models, or met-
rics in the evaluation phase of the project �IV�. The
hypotheses were developed during the workshop in
an interdisciplinary field exercise. While touring des-
ignated routes in the study watersheds in teams of 3-4
people, the experts developed spatially-explicit hy-
potheses for landscape patterns that could support
each set of policy goals. These were presented, cri-
tiqued, and then revised in a workshop meeting of the
whole to develop a menu of integrated, spatially-ex-
plicit proposals for landscape characteristics to meet
policy goals.

IIc. Operationalized hypotheses: Land allocation
models.

We translated and integrated these spatially-explicit
proposals into land allocation models to generate al-
ternative future landscape patterns �IIc and IIIa�. If
none of the workshop proposals addressed a question
necessary to design an integrated landscape pattern to

meet broader policy goals �IIa�, we sought additional
expertise: in aquatic ecology, in beef and dairy man-
agement, in perennial crop agriculture, and in organic
agriculture. Trends within the two sample study wa-
tersheds that were not consistent with the larger Corn
Belt landscape that they represented for this investi-
gation were not included in the land allocation mod-
els. For example, population of rural areas in Iowa
has declined over the past 60 years, while population
of urban areas has grown or held steady �Goudy and
Burke 1994�. Walnut Creek watershed lies within the
Ames-Des Moines growth corridor and is likely to
continue to grow in population in the future. For the
purposes of the models, it was treated as a more typi-
cal rural Corn Belt watershed, which will suffer
population losses if farm sizes continue to grow.

We operationalized the desirable landcover charac-
teristics for each of the scenarios as a set of precise
decision-making rules �Nassauer and Corry 1999�.
Explicit decision-making rules for creating the futures
also allowed our colleagues to consistently interpret
the landcover classes of the futures when they mea-
sured or modeled the futures from their own
disciplinary perspectives �IV�.

We developed rule-based land allocation models at
two scales. First, at a coarser grain applied across en-
tire watersheds, we formulated nominal rules of com-

Figure 4. Scenario III landcover emphasizes biodiversity, as illustrated by an innovative strip intercropping pattern of corn, soybeans, and
native prairie herbaceous cover in Buck Creek �Digital imaging simulation: R. Corry�.
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bination as GIS algorithms �using 1994 landcover,
pre-settlement vegetation, soils, and stream location
coverages� to locate 2025 landcovers. Second-order
rules were instructions for replicable design decision-
making at finer scales not possible to locate with our
3-meter GIS coverages. For certain landcovers , we
developed fine-grained rules based on dimensions of
agricultural practices �e.g., best management prac-
tices for soil and water conservation, strip intercrop-
ping, precision agriculture patches� and spatial
limitations of agricultural equipment �e.g., turning ra-
dii, maximum load /distance carried by a combine�.
For example, Scenario III assumes adoption of strip
intercropping of corn and soybeans �Cruse 1990; Ex-
ner et al. 1999�. GIS algorithms located perennial
strip intercropping in quarter-quarter sections �16
hectares; 40 acres� that were adjacent to stream cor-
ridors or core biodiversity reserves in the Scenario III
design. Then, within each designated field of peren-
nial strip intercropping, we used rules describing
fine-scale technological variables, like turning radii
and load limitations of combines, to determine strip
length and orientation across fields.

The draft landscape futures produced by our rules
were reviewed by the disciplinary experts who were
participants in our research project, as well as by oth-
ers �Figure 1�. Questions from these experts led us to
further specify aspects of composition �e.g., species
and age mix� and management that were relevant to
models they planned to use to test the futures.

The new landcover data �III� were derived from
both GIS allocation and more fine grained hand-
drawn design to be both were explicit �prescribed by
rule� and precise �describing all characteristics of lo-
cation, composition, configuration, or management
that were needed to test the hypotheses in phase IV.�
We allocated by rules in order to make the landscape
futures replicable, allowing future tests of the
hypotheses, and also to make the ways in which we
‘implemented’ our assumed policies clear for policy-
makers.

III. New data. Alternative landscape futures: What
is relevant about how the landscape could be?

Each of the three futures is new data for testing a set
of related hypotheses about public acceptance, eco-
nomic return, and ecological and hydrological func-
tion based on landscape pattern. None is a prediction
of the future. The alternative scenarios, the futures,
and the expected performance of each future are de-

scribed in Nassauer et al. �2002� and in Nassauer and
Corry �1999�. They are summarized in this issue in
Santelmann et al. �2004�.

The futures were designed at the same 3 meter �9.9
feet� resolution as the 1994 GIS landcover coverages.
Innovative landcover patterns swelled the number of
landcover classes to 86 in the 2025 futures coverages
compared with 37 in the 1994 coverages. To illustrate
how the futures were expected to affect ecological
processes, Figure 5 interprets the landcover classes of
each future compared with the present for it’s
expected effect on water quality.

To provide realistic images of futures for policy
and to allow us to measure perception of the alterna-
tives, we constructed digital imaging simulations of
the futures. Within our study areas, we selected loca-
tions where landcover changed across the futures to
illustrate their distinct characteristics. For these loca-
tions, we selected a single viewpoint, and simulated
landcover for each future �Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure
4�. Most of our simulations showed the landscape
from a viewpoint on the ground. However, to allow
respondents to view the broader landcover pattern for
each alternative, we also simulated low-level aerial
views of each watershed. We used these digital simu-
lations in an informal survey of agricultural policy
decision-makers �Nassauer and Corry 1999�, and to
measure Iowa farmers’ perceptions of the futures.

We designed and encoded the futures in a way that
allows experimentation with additional potential fu-
tures. We encoded the landscape matrix and network
components �stream buffers and habitat reserves� of
each scenario as discrete GIS coverages: conceptually
interdependent to reflect the scenarios but spatially
independent �Table 2�. For example, the full implica-
tions of Scenario III are most validly embodied by
combining Scenario III matrix design with Scenario
III network design, but the Scenario III matrix design
is complete as a landcover pattern without a network,
and it could be combined with another network, for
example Scenario II corridor design. This enabled the
futures to be modeled in numerous ways, as whole
concepts or as ‘mix-and-match’ landscape matrix and
network components. Table 2 shows how the futures
data structure provides coverages for constructing
other futures for risk assessment �IV�.
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IV. Test hypotheses. Evaluation of alternative
landscape patterns: How does their performance
compare?

The range of models and empirical measures used to
test hypothesized pattern:process relationships is de-
scribed in Santelmann et al. �2004�, which character-
izes these evaluation methods by criteria that are
relevant for decision-makers considering the policy
and practices offered by these normative alternatives
and also are relevant for scientists who wish to im-

prove the accuracy of the evaluative metric or mod-
eling approach for future applications: generality,
realism, accuracy, precision, typical data availability,
and scale of application. The futures were accessible
both to methods that are high in realism �if low in
generality� and methods that were high in generality
�if low in realism� – spanning a range of disciplinary
foci and information for policy-makers.

To date, the disciplinary evaluations and integrated
assessment evaluate the three alternative futures in
comparison with the present �e.g., Coiner et al. 2001;

Figure 5. Landcovers that were expected to contribute to water quality benefits in each of the futures compared with the present for the
Walnut Creek watershed �water quality benefits increase with dark tones�.

Table 2. Landscape patterns that describe the primary futures and allow additional pattern combinations �x�.

Landscape Network Type Agricultural Matrix Type

Buffer
width

Reserve pres-
ence

Scenario 1 �Production goal�
Coarse grain

Scenario 2 �Water Quality goal�
Varied grain

Scenario 3 �Biodiversity goal�
Fine grain

3-6m Reserves x x x
3-6m No reserves Future 1 x x
15-30-60m Reserves x x x
15-30-60m No reserves x Future 2 x
30-60-90m Reserves x x Future 3
30-60-90m No Reserves x x x
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Corry 2002; Vache et al. 2002; Rustigan et al. 2003;
Santelmann et al. 2004�. In addition, the new data
�Table 2� will allow future analysis of multiple futures
that combine dimensions of the overriding scenario
goals for risk assessment �IV. e�.

Conclusions

All prospective scenarios can be powerful ‘stimulants
to our imagination’ and ‘a means to explore some of
the critical choices that will, or could, influence the
future’ �p. 9; Hammond 1998�. Given the capacity for
humans �and policy� to change, normative scenarios
might be characterized as reflecting an essential opti-
mism about the ability of humans to make better de-
cisions in the context of new information. We see
landscape ecology concepts and questions as being
ideally suited to provide substantive content for nor-
mative landscape scenarios, and normative scenarios
as being one important scenario method for further-
ing the science of landscape ecology.

Normative landscape scenarios challenge both
policy-makers and scientists to think about the future
in a new way, as a tangible goal to explore rather than
as a prediction about what might happen under cer-
tain circumstances. Scenarios that imaginatively de-
pict plausible futures will meet resistance if they are
treated as predictions. Because imagining even the
most plausible futures is unfamiliar to most people,
both cultural and institutional inertia lie between sce-
nario design and policy development. The question of
how to achieve new goals can be only partially sug-
gested by scenarios. Based on his experience in the
Netherlands, Schoonenboom observes that ‘Future
research should create countervailing ideas. The ad-
dressees of this type of information are seldom grate-
ful for it. Nothing is easier than to stick to a generally
accepted paradigm, by which priorities are nicely or-
dered...’ �p. 20, 1995�. Normative scenarios can be
cognizant of institutional and cultural inertia without
acquiescing to it. They can incorporate knowledge
and methods of science without being constrained by
misplaced paradigms of ‘proof’. To do so, they must
provide compelling and precise pictures of the future
that can inspire speculative thought and be enriched
by scientific knowledge. Knowing what landscape
pattern to aim for may inspire new assumptions about
what constitutes a plausible scenario and provoke
policy-makers to be more inventive than they might
otherwise have been. We see this mandate for imagi-

native speculation in normative scenarios as a pow-
erful means for science to influence policy – if
normative scenarios are constructed with a clarity,
discipline, and broad interdisciplinary consultation
that enables science. The ideas and experience that we
have related here are intended to invite further explo-
ration of this potential.
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